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EnergyZone
Helping Clients Make
Important Decisions
The Energy Zone
energy
management
application
provides organizations with the
data, perspectives, and tools to
build an energy program that
minimizes a company’s energy
costs and risks.

Energy Zone provides centralized energy intelligence, contract and invoice information, performance metrics associated with budget
variances, and cost/consumption trends that can be used to identify areas of opportunity and risk.

Features & Benefits
Audit Quality Energy Data

Hedging Capabilities

Trust that energy data, reports, and metrics are accurate, tested,
and held to the highest standards with SAS 70 Type II audit
certified energy and data management processes.

Evaluate market drivers to identify attractive buying opportunities.
Monitor all market positions as compared to important cost
benchmarks such as budget targets.

Invoice Processing

Budget Performance

Access invoice images, line-item details, and accounting reports
efficiently over the internet. Global companies can view invoices
in native currency and native language.

Report on budget development and daily variance through
Energy Zone to manage cost commitments consistent with
business expectations.

Contract Administration
Create efficiencies to reduce renewal risk and improve your
capability to capture market opportunities by organizing and
storing supply contracts on-line. Easily retrieve contract images,
expiration, and notification details to support timely procurement
activities.

Savings Opportunities
Monitor program initiatives by category, status, and savings to
effectively delegate initiatives based on cost avoidance, savings, or
energy reduction. Combine this data with on-line metrics to
provide justification for and validation of specific projects.

Metrics & Benchmarking

Reporting Capabilities

Leverage on-line energy indexes and benchmarking tools to
measure how efficiently energy cost, consumption, and
production is managed. Quickly determine what energy initiatives
are likely to deliver the highest value.

Use system-generated reports to communicate program goals,
status, and value. Transparent reporting ensures that all
stakeholders are informed and have a similar perspective to carry
out energy decisions.

Energy Purchases

Information Accessibility

Evaluate the timing of energy procurements and monitor the
supplier selection process through online review of supplier offers.
Compare price structures and other important contract terms to
minimize overall energy costs and risks.

Create greater access to energy information through Energy Zone
and efficiently share information company-wide while promoting
the energy initiatives that are important to established goals.

For more information or to request a demonstration, please call 1-800-476-4872 (option 1) or email EnergyManagement@PaceGlobal.com.
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